DELGAMUUKW AND TREATIES: AN OVERVIEW∗
Aboriginal title received its first significant review under section 35 of the
Constitution Act 1982 in the 1997 decision of R. v. Delgamuukw1. The Supreme Court of
Canada’s decision in Delgamuukw considered the Gitksan and Wet’suwet’en2 peoples’
claim to Aboriginal title and self-government over approximately 58,000 square kilometers
of land in (what is now called) north-western British Columbia.3 The decision indicated
that Aboriginal title was a constitutionalized “right to the land itself”, which could be used
“for a wide variety of purposes”.4 The decision created the potential for conflicting claims
to land between Aboriginal peoples and the Crown throughout British Columbia. To
resolve this impasse the Supreme Court of Canada suggested that negotiations were more
appropriate than litigation to resolve issues of Aboriginal title. For example, in the
decision Mr. Justice La Forest wrote that “the best approach in these kinds of cases
[dealing with title] is a process of negotiation and reconciliation that properly
characterizes the complex and competing interests at stake”.5 Chief Justice Lamer similarly
wrote that s. 35 provides a solid base on which negotiations about Aboriginal rights can be
built. He observed the “Crown is under a moral, if not a legal, duty to enter into and
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conduct those negotiations in good faith”.6 The decision as a whole therefore seems to
support the idea that the parties should resolve the issue of Aboriginal title through
negotiation.
The Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples earlier arrived at the same
conclusion. It wrote that negotiations concerning Aboriginal lands should be placed in a
treaty framework and resolved in a principled way. They observed: “Negotiation is the
best and most appropriate way to address these issues, and land claims policies should be
replaced by treaty processes, primarily under the auspices of regional treaty commissions,
with Aboriginal Lands and Treaties Tribunals performing supplementary functions”.7 In
dealing with issues of Aboriginal title the Royal Commission recommended enlarging the
woefully inadequate land base of Aboriginal peoples in recognition of the historic wrongs
that had been perpetrated against them,8 and to provide an economic base on which they
could build their communities.9 As is apparent from the Royal Commission’s approach to
treaty issues, they envisioned that the best way to deal with Aboriginal land was “through
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legitimate processes of consultation and negotiation enshrined in legislation”.10 They
further developed their reliance on negotiations and attempted to expand the scope of
these negotiations by defining Aboriginal title in a broad and generous way.11 In support of
this central supposition, that the law of Aboriginal title could support a negotiation-based
regime to increase the Aboriginal land base, the Royal Commission devoted a lengthy
chapter to issues of lands and resources in the second volume of its Report.12
The changes produced by the Court and suggested by the Commission are
significant. The idea of Aboriginal title that largely prevailed until Delgamuukw produced
a regime that discounted Aboriginal title, and did not create many incentives to creatively
deal with Aboriginal peoples. The broader characterization of the nature of Aboriginal title
in Delgamuukw and the Commission’s Report should support the provision of “lands that
are sufficient in size and quality to foster Aboriginal self-reliance and cultural and political
autonomy”.13 Furthermore, the Court’s view suggests that negotiation will play an
important role in developing the parties relationships when infringements of Aboriginal
title can only be justified where governments “accommodate” the participation of
Aboriginal peoples in the development of resources, conferral of fee simples, and
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reduction of economic barriers to Aboriginal peoples use of their land14,. These holdings
could support the regime recommended by the Royal Commission where land is selected
and allocated on the basis of different categories that give differing degrees of control to
the Crown and Aboriginal peoples.15 Thus, the Delgamuukw decision’s alignment with
many of the Royal Commission recommendations creates an environment that fosters the
negotiation and creation of a treaty relationship.
In particular, the sending of the Delgamuukw case back trial because of a defect in
the pleadings, and the expansion of the rules of evidence to incorporate Aboriginal oral
history, both potentially create enough uncertainty for both parties to make negotiation,
and the recommendations of the Royal Commission, appear more attractive. Furthermore,
the decision’s expanded scope of Aboriginal title as a “right to exclusive use and
occupation of land”16 in areas where the province has conventionally considered itself as
holding full Crown title may also create some incentives for the province to enter into
negotiations. On the other hand, the fact that Aboriginal title can be infringed by the
provincial government through “compelling and substantial” legislative objectives that can
justify the infringement of Aboriginal title17 may bring Aboriginal groups to the table.
This paper will examine whether negotiation and treaties are in fact the most
appropriate way to deal with Aboriginal title in the aftermath of the Delgamuukw decision.
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It will review the history of treaty interpretation before the courts, and argue that the flaws
in this sphere create pressing problems for Aboriginal peoples thinking about negotiation
as an alternative to litigation. However, by examining some of the recommendations of
the Royal Commission this paper will also take a more constructive turn and suggest
appropriate steps that can be taken to overcome some of the difficulties Aboriginal
peoples encounter in treaty relationships.
HISTORIC TREATIES
Before non-Indigenous peoples came to the shores of great turtle island (North
America) Aboriginal peoples often made treaties between their nations to establish
relationships with one another and their lands.18 The alternative to such measures could be
distrust, petty grievance, violence and war. These treaties were recorded on wampum,
rock, and trees, and were written in the hearts and minds of respected record keepers
within these nations. These treaties were sacred and were often given the highest regard
and respect. Failure to abide by these agreements could bring economic hardship, political
instability and/or war to those parties who failed to abide by their meaning.19 This early
pattern of treaty making was well entrenched in North America when people not
Indigenous to this continent arrived from distant shores. These agreements recognized the
ability of peoples to pursue different paths, and became a model to guide early
relationships between the peoples.20
18
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i) Peace and Friendship Treaties
The first treaties entered into between Aboriginal peoples and non-Indigenous
others were of peace, friendship and respect. Their terms recognized the idea that different
peoples should be free to pursue different objectives. They were frequently made
according to the protocols and form that Aboriginal peoples had established amongst
themselves prior to the arrival of Europeans.21 They were also recorded on wampum,
rocks and trees, and written in the hearts and minds of respected leaders. However, in
time, a change in the old forms eventually began to occur and these treaties were also
recorded in writing by the newly settling peoples. While these treaties were still regarded
as sacred and were to be given the highest honor and respect, their interpretation could no
longer be made solely within the world of Aboriginal perspectives. Interpretation had to be
attentive to the ideas and attitudes of those on the other side of the agreement - the nonAboriginal peoples. Treaties became, more than ever, the product of a cross-cultural
dialogue.22 This was bound to raise differing views about their meaning, and great
misunderstandings often developed which led to distrust, petty grievance, violence and
war.23 Somehow, despite these setbacks, treaties remained the basis on which the parties
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directed their relationships, land and resource use. As such, these early treaties of peace,
friendship and respect still have meaning in Canada.
Canadian courts have considered the meaning of these treaties on many occasions
in recent years. They have adopted special interpretive principles to respect the ancient
origins and cross-cultural context in which these first treaties were negotiated. Earlier
cases such as Jones v. Meehan24 in the United States, and R. v. White and Bob25 and R. v.
Taylor and Williams26 in Canada, were significant in developing principles that help to
span the cultural and temporal divide which separate the courts from these ancient
agreements. In 1985 the Supreme Court of Canada affirmed these unique canons of
construction when examining a 1752 treaty of peace and friendship in the case of R. v.
Simon,27 and these ideas were further judicially entrenched in 1990 when examining a
1752 treaty in the case of R. v. Sioui.28 Most recently, in 1999, the Supreme Court
gathered these principles together and applied them to another 1760 peace and friendship
treaty in the case of R. v. Marshall.29 The principles these cases espouse are important in
understanding Aboriginal difference because they lead the interpreter to contemplate the
possibility that the written words of a treaty document alone may not contain their full
meaning.30 They direct the courts to take a large, liberal and generous approach to the
issues at hand, resolving any ambiguities in favour of Aboriginal people. They are to be
construed as the Aboriginal peoples understood them, and interpreted in a purposive,
24
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flexible manner. This approach holds great promise for Aboriginal peoples who want to
preserve ancient understandings of their relationship to the land. It comprehends
considerable space for Aboriginal people who understand that their relationship with nonAboriginal peoples will be on somewhat different terms from those the settlers establish
amongst themselves.31
Despite the presence of principles of liberal treaty interpretation however, many
decisions can still be found which perfunctorily recite these canons without seeming to
apply them in any genuine way. This is detrimental to the implementation of these
agreements and helps to facilitate assimilation. Each time a court stumbles over a treaty’s
meaning because they lack information or evidence, this creates a bias in favour of the
Crown, to the detriment of Aboriginal people. This bias occurs since Aboriginal peoples
most often must bear the burden of proof in treaty cases, while the Crown does not have
to substantiate which benefits it receives from the agreements. The Crown’s position is
unexplainedly the default position, when this was not discussed or agreed to by the parties
during the negotiations. As a result, doubt is cast on Aboriginal peoples treaty claims for
differential treatment, and Crown rights are automatically assumed to be the standard by
which Aboriginal rights and conduct are judged. This homogenizing tilt constrains
Aboriginal difference and pressures Aboriginal peoples towards assimilation. For example,
Crown land use within treaty areas is exercised with very few barriers or restrictions. On
the other hand, Aboriginal peoples often have to struggle against numerous constraints
and obstacles to exercise treaty rights hunt, fish or harvest resources on these same lands.
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It is not clear in law why the Crown and not Aboriginal peoples should receive more
benefits from treaty rights.
An example of this process is illustrated in the decision of R. v. Thomas Peter
Paul,32 concerning a right to harvest trees for commercial purposes under early peace and
friendship treaties on Canada’s east coast.33 Here, the New Brunswick Court of Appeal
did not seem to take any steps to implement generous interpretive principles and held that
Mr. Peter Paul had not established the treaty rights he asserted. This failure to apply these
principles stifles Aboriginal understandings of the treaty and reinforces the status quo.34 In
fact, immediately after noting the need to interpret treaties in a broad and liberal manner,
the Court in its next paragraph wrote: “In any event…”, and then went on to quote from
the clause at issue in the treaty, without stating how this clause would benefit from these
doctrines. The Court’s (non)use of the interpretive principles in this fashion makes it
appear as if the special canons of treaty construction are irrelevant. Furthermore, when the
Court reviewed the findings of the lower courts concerning commercial harvesting rights it
held there “was insufficient evidence upon which a consistent conclusion could be
reached”.35 The lack of evidence on this point led the Court to write: “Even though a
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liberal interpretive approach is required, the result must be realistic”.36 They held
“conjecture…cannot result in the realistic interpretation of the Treaty”.37 Through such
reasoning the status quo is preserved, and the Crown is not disturbed in its use or
possession of land when it has not legally justified its assumed pre-eminent position. This
domestication of colonialism places Aboriginal peoples in a subordinate position relative
to the Crown.38
There is a legal inconsistency when a static approach is taken to what can be fairly
regarded as a constitutional document (a treaty)39 when dealing with Aboriginal issues.
The history of Canadian federalism reveals that this path has not generally been followed
in other constitutional cases.40 For example, in the 1998 Quebec Secession Reference
case the Supreme Court wrote that the federal system was only partially complete
“according to the precise terms of the Constitution Act 1867”41 because the “federal
government retained sweeping powers that threatened to undermine the autonomy of the
provinces”.42 As a result, they noted, courts have had to “control the limits of the
respective sovereignties” since “the written provisions of the Constitution do not provide
the entire picture”43 of the Canadian federal structure. In this vein the courts helped to
facilitate “democratic participation by distributing power to the government thought to be
most suited to achieving the particular societal objective”, having regard to the diversity of
36
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the component parts of Confederation.44 The court’s historic approach has resulted in the
sharing of political power in Canada between two orders of government - the provinces
and the central government. Provincial power has been significantly strengthened under
this interpretation.
Applying these principles to treaty interpretation, would it not also be possible to
strengthen the position of Aboriginal peoples in the Constitution and regard the federal
system as only partially complete in relation to Aboriginal peoples?45 Could it not be
similarly argued, that the “federal government retained sweeping powers” relative to
Aboriginal peoples contrary to most treaty relationships “which threatened to undermine
the autonomy” of Aboriginal groups? Furthermore, since the “written provisions of the
Constitution does not provide the entire picture” relative to aboriginal peoples, and
treaties can be read to present a more balanced picture, could not the courts also “control
the limits of the respective sovereignties” by distributing appropriate powers to the
aboriginal governments? If the courts can strengthen provincial powers by drawing on
federalism’s unwritten principles to fill in the “gaps in the express terms of the
constitutional text”46, why can they not then do the same thing to “facilitate the pursuit of
collective goals”47 of Aboriginal nations, by drawing on the written and oral principles
embodied in the treaties? Federalism could be applied in this manner when interpreting
treaties to question assertions of Crown sovereignty that purportedly diminished
Aboriginal powers to function as an equal integral part of the federal structure in Canada.
43
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The fact that the courts choose not to follow this familiar course when delineating treaty
rights reveals a skewed application of constitutional law. It creates a bias in law against
treaties and in favour of other non-Aboriginal constitutional instruments.
Not all cases, however, are deficient in their recitation and application of generous
interpretive principles. For example, in the 1999 Marshall decision the Supreme Court
appropriately used these canons to refuse to “turn a positive Mi’kmaq trade demand” in a
1760 treaty “into a negative Mi’kmaq covenant”.48 The issue in dispute was whether a
treaty clause stating that the Mi’kmaq could only trade in government appointed “Truck
houses” protected a contemporary right to trade for commercial purposes, given that
Truck houses ceased to exist over two hundred years ago.49 The Court held that a
contemporary commercial right could be sustained. It arrived at this conclusion through a
flexible approach to the evidence that chose from “among the various possible
interpretations of the common intention…the one which best reconciles the Mi’kmaq
interests and those of the British Crown”.50 As a result, this case is an excellent example of
the application of liberal and generous interpretive principles. It effectively demonstrates
how a court can be attentive to Aboriginal perspectives in the adjudication of their rights.
Nevertheless, despite this positive treatment, the Court still managed to interpret the treaty
as a whole in a way that subordinates Aboriginal peoples within Canada. The aspects of
the decision that potentially imperil Aboriginal difference appear when the Court subjects
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treaty rights to unilateral governmental regulation, and limits their scope to sustenance
purposes.
The Court’s unfortunate circumspection of the right in question was prompted by
the Crown’s concern that Mi’kmaq trading rights “would open the floodgates to
uncontrollable and excessive exploitation of the natural resources”.51 While this potential
exists in any group’s use of a resource, there was no discussion of the legal limits imposed
on Aboriginal fisher’s right to trade by Mi’kmaq law and custom.52 The background of
Aboriginal law would presumably form part of the backdrop against which the treaty
should be interpreted. Furthermore, the Court did not acknowledge the fact of the
Crown’s own culpability in facilitating an uncontrollable use and excessive exploitation of
the resource in question over the past one hundred years.53 Despite the Crown’s
mismanagement of the resource and the continuing existence of Mi’kmaq law, the Court
nevertheless chose to grant the right to regulate the fishery to the federal government. It
did not explore the possibilities for enforceable Mi’kmaq management or co-management
regimes that solely or equally called upon Mi’kmaq law-making authority in the regulation
of the resource,54 as the Royal Commission counseled.55 Furthermore, the Court restricted
the scope of the Mi’kmaq right to “necessaries” which were described as “not a right to
trade for economic gain” or the “accumulation of wealth”, but for “day-to-day” needs that
“would not exceed a sustenance life-style”.56 Such an approach demonstrates the Court’s
51
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view that the Crown is the paramount party in the treaty relationship. The characterization
of Aboriginal peoples’ rights under treaties as “narrow in ambit and scope”, 57 while the
Crown’s rights under the same treaty are broad and plenary, illustrates the continuing
colonial nature of the Crown/Aboriginal treaty relationship. It demonstrates the problems
Aboriginal people still encounter in attempting to pursue a course of life that is guided by
the own principles and objectives.
The restrictive findings in the Marshall case were strongly confirmed a few weeks
later in a judgement known as Marshall II. In this decision the Court was asked to rehear
the first decision (Marshall I) by the West Nova Fisherman’s Coalition, who were
concerned that about the potential lack of non-Mi’kmaq regulatory authority over the east
coast fishery. In the aftermath of violent clashes and vociferous public criticism arising
from the first decision, the Supreme Court of Canada used this opportunity to clarify its
earlier opinion while simultaneously dismissing the application to rehear the case.58 In
doing so the Court re-framed the context of the original decision and placed the treaty’s
limitations in very plain terms. For example, it observed that the treaty did not support a
general right to take resources throughout the province.59 It emphasized that Marshall I
could not be extended to support a right to take resources other than eels.60 It reiterated
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that both the provincial and federal governments had to regulate the rights guaranteed
within the treaty.61 It highlighted that the government could regulate the right to fish for
“necessaries” to a “produce a moderate livelihood” and not even be found to be infringing
the treaty right.62 Finally, the Court accentuated the notion that the government could
regulate the treaty right in such a manner as to give priority to non-Aboriginal interests in
situations where “regional/economic dependencies” may warrant.63 In summary, the Court
found that present Mi’kmaq treaty rights are largely contingent on Canadian judicial
recognition, subject to national and local infringement and regulation, did not extend to
the accumulation of wealth, and could give way to non-Aboriginal objectives.
In Marshall II one sees the domesticating elements of state relations that caused so
much concern amongst Aboriginal peoples testifying before the Royal Commission.
Aboriginal peoples, by and large, view peace and friendship treaties as creating bi-lateral
relationships that are not subject to the over-riding authority of any one party. They do not
interpret peace and friendship treaties as giving non-Aboriginal governments the power to
determine ultimate allocations of lands and resources. They believe that power was to be
shared, and decisions about the treaties’ meanings were to be resolved through further
treaty councils. With these understandings they therefore conclude that they did not
ultimately submit to the Dominion of the Crown in matters of livelihood and the

The September 17, 1999 majority judgement did not rule that the appellant had established a
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preservation of relationship to land, despite suggestions to the contrary found in some of
the written terms of these treaties. Parliament or the courts have yet to accept this
interpretation of peace and friendship treaties. The lack of consensus between Aboriginal
peoples and Canada on this point makes peace fragile and friendship somewhat elusive.
ii) Numbered Treaties
Many of the same challenges that are apparent in the interpretation of peace and
friendship treaties also manifest themselves in the construction of the more recent postconfederation numbered treaties. Number treaties were signed between 1871 and 1921,
and geographically cover most of northern and western Ontario, the three prairie
provinces and the newly re-aligned North-West Territories.64 There are substantial
questions about the effect and meaning of these treaties. While the courts frequently
characterize these treaties as “sacred”,65 it is also increasingly becoming clear that these
“solemn promises” can be modified, infringed or extinguished by the Crown as long as
they can justify this course of action.66 Why the Crown should have plenary power in
treaty matters when they did not acquire or reserve it to themselves in the negotiated oral
agreements is not clear. Thus, while the recognition of the sacred nature of these
agreements facilitates Aboriginal choice, their subjugation to wider Canadian legislative
objectives simultaneously narrows the bounds within which this choice can be exercised.
The circumscription of treaty rights in this manner makes it difficult for Aboriginal peoples
to pursue objectives that may differ from Canada’s. For example, according to current
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treaty law, it will be very hard to choose to exercise an Aboriginal right to hunt, if this
exercise is found to be “visibly incompatible” with an non-Aboriginal right to take up the
land for settlement purposes.67 Similarly, under certain treaties it will be extremely difficult
to choose to use the land for Aboriginal spiritual purposes, if the Crown occupies the land
in a manner “incompatible with the exercise of [Aboriginal religious] activities.68
There are many examples of treaty interpretation that contemplate creeping panCanadian rights at the expense of diminishing Aboriginal control. The Supreme Court in
R. v. Horseman expressed the Crown’s supposed “pre-eminent” position is this way when
speaking of the federal government’s modification or merger of treaty 8 under the Natural
Resources Transfer Agreement of 193O: “the power of the federal government to
unilaterally make such a modification is unquestioned…”.69 Why the federal government
should have this power when it was not contemplated or agreed to by the parties is
unclear; the simply Court cites earlier unreflective case law and does not indicate where
this power came from.70
Similarly, creeping pan-Canadianism at the expense of Aboriginal choice is also
evident in R. v. Badger.71 In this case the Supreme Court found that land “required or
taken up” for settlement, mining, lumbering, trading and other purposes would not be
available for Indians “earning a livelihood” in the same manner in which they had before
the treaty existed.72 The Court found this reduction of Aboriginal choice was acceptable
even though there was a “promise that this livelihood would not be affected was repeated
67
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to all bands who signed the treaty”.73 Aboriginal choice is diminished by this interpretation
because visible non-Aboriginal development is sufficient to defeat the treaty right. There
seems to be no brake on development that would adequately protect areas of land for
Aboriginal peoples to pursue their traditional livelihood. Yet the shrinking land base
available to Aboriginal people under the notion of “visible incompatible use” seems to be
nowhere contemplated in the treaty.74 In fact, in Badger the Court observed that when
negotiating Treaty Eight neither the Crown nor Aboriginal peoples ever envisioned that
Aboriginal choice would become as bounded as it is today.75 Given the absence of
agreement on the largely unforeseen effects of subsequent settler development on treaty
lands, it is not clear why treaties should be construed in a way that decreases Aboriginal
rights for the benefit of the Crown.
These issues raise important questions about the scope of both the peace and
friendship and numbered treaties, and the adequacy of law to determine the answer to
these questions. If, as the Royal Commission wrote: “it is doubtful in many cases that the
First Nations participating in the numbered treaties knew that the written texts they signed
72
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that
it was almost unbelievable that the Government party could have ever returned from their efforts
[to sign a treaty] with any impression but that they had given an assurance in perpetuity to the
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11 (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1976).
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differed from the oral agreements they concluded”,76 it should be asked why Aboriginal
peoples and not the Crown are watching their land use options narrowed in such
circumstances. On the whole, the court’s liberal interpretative principles do not seem to be
up to the task of addressing this larger issue.77 The courts are institutionally limited to
issuing opinions on a case-by-case basis that usually can not comment on the larger treaty
context.
If the courts do not effectively comprehend and organizationally implement treaties
one wonders whether they are the most appropriate body to entrust with this task. There
is much dissatisfaction concerning treaties on all sides. What is needed, as the Royal
Commission suggested, is a two pronged approach to place the resolution of treaty
disputes in a broader policy and institutional context. First, the terms of the treaties must
be capable of being revisited to implement, revise, enter, and renew these agreements.78
Second, institutions need to be created which take the burden of treaty matters out of the
courts and into a more responsive, broad and flexible framework.79 These
recommendations from the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples and the state of their
fulfillment will now be addressed.
Badger, supra, note 65 at 97 and 99.
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iii) Treaty Initiatives
a) Entering, Implementing and Renewing Treaties
The Royal Commission made numerous recommendations for the Crown and
Aboriginal peoples to enter, implement and renew treaties.80 While there has been some
noteworthy and high-profile initiatives in this regard, surprisingly, the parties’ approach to
treaty making has largely fallen short of the proposals put forward by the Commission.
The Commission recommended that the treaty process proceed through a coordinated
legislative effort by enacting a new Royal Proclamation and creating a detailed legislative
scheme to administer the treaty process. This has not occurred, and the provincial, federal
and First Nations governments have, for the most part, elected to proceed with treaty
efforts under province-wide or regional policy initiatives. While this approach may allow
for a greater responsiveness to local conditions, a policy approach does not impose the
same discipline and accountability on the actors as would be found in a legislatively
mandated initiative. This policy paradigm also suggests that Aboriginal peoples are being
mostly being “managed” by governments as an internal municipal concern, instead of being
treated as peoples with distinct and separate rights and responsibilities. Some may describe
this process as the domestication of colonialism, when Aboriginal peoples are treated as
entities that ultimately must be bounded by the Canadian state.81
Even more problematic, however, than the failure to create an executive and
legislative framework for treaty-making, is that in many instances the contemporary treaty
process is reducing rather than enhancing Aboriginal difference. The Royal Commission
79
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did not see the purpose of treaties in this way and noted “treaty making does not require
the parties to surrender their deepest beliefs and rights as a precondition for practical
arrangements for co-existence”.82 Treaty making should be a means of bringing about
justice and reconciliation,83 to recognize and affirm the unique relationships that
Aboriginal peoples have with their lands and the newcomers.84 Treaties, therefore, should
not require the modification of either society in order to “fit” within the framework of the
other, where this would substantially damage the fabric or values of their respective
communities. However, this view of the treaty relationship does not seem to be being
adequately fulfilled. In fact, in many cases it seems as if the contemporary treaty
relationship is pressing Aboriginal conformity to Canadian practices, customs, laws and
traditions.
For example, while there are many positive developments in the pursuit of treaty
relationships (found in examples such as the Yukon and Nunavut Land Claims
Agreements, the Nisga’a and Sechelt treaties, the Manitoba Framework Agreement, etc.),
in my opinion, these developments may contain as much cause for concern as for
celebration. While these agreements certainly increase the options available to Aboriginal
people, they simultaneously limit their alternatives to pursue objectives that may differ
from Canada’s in very significant ways. Perhaps this circumscription is to be expected in
any negotiated process where “give and take” is found on both sides of the table.
However, my reading of these agreements leads me to believe that, on balance, Aboriginal
81
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peoples are giving up much more in this process than they are gaining. On the other hand,
Canada seems to be giving up much less in regard to the structure of their governmental
structure and system of land holding. The notion of reconciliation, which underlies and
justifies treaties in the Royal Commission’s view, is more concerned with reconciling
Aboriginal peoples to Canada, than it is with reconciling Canada to the existence of
different social, cultural and political Indigenous entities within the state. For the most
part, therefore, treaties are requiring Aboriginal peoples to conform to Canadian values
and law, and not enjoining Canada to simultaneously conform to Aboriginal ideologies and
law. The imbalance that is being replicated in contemporary treaty relationships does not
bode well for the survival of Aboriginal social and political regimes that differ from those
found in the rest of Canada. An example may be helpful to illustrate this point.
The Nisga’a Final Agreement is an attempt by the governments of Canada, British
Columbia and the Nisga’a Tribal Council to produce a “just and equitable settlement” that
“will result in reconciliation and establish a new relationship among them”.85 The good
faith and efforts of so many Nisga’a and Canadian citizens to arrive at the Final Agreement
is worthy of the highest honour and praise. The Agreement is an ambitious one, providing
for collective Nisga’a ownership of approximately 2,000 square kilometres of land in the
Nass Valley watershed in north-western British Columbia. The proposed treaty covers
such diverse issues as: land titles, minerals, water, forests, fisheries, wildlife, governance,
the administration of justice, fiscal relations (including taxation), cultural property, and
dispute resolution. Many of these provisions provide significant benefits for Nisga’a
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people which are far greater than anything contemplated under the Indian Act.86 These
benefits can not be ignored, particularly when they appear to have the broad support of the
people for which they were negotiated. However, an appropriate question to ask is
whether escaping the Indian Act is the only relevant standard for judging the agreement.
This is a tricky inquiry to pursue, particularly when there numerous criterion against which
the agreement could be measured, many of which are of a positive nature. Yet, in keeping
with the theme of this paper, it is perhaps relevant to ask whether the Nisga’a Final
Agreement should also be judged by the scope it allows to the Nisga’s to pursue a path to
development that is different from Canada’s own pervasive economic, social and political
structures. In my judgement, while there is much that is laudable in the Nisga’a
Agreement, there is also much which foreshadows a substantial loss for the Nisga’a in
economic, social and political terms.87
The potential losses the Nisga’a may encounter in their Agreement are as follows:
approximately 1,992 square kilometres of land which the Nisga’a will hold as a fee simple
interest in the treaty can be alienated88 and thus conceivably be unavailable for Nisga’a use
or possession at some time in the future;89 if any future Aboriginal rights are found by the
courts to exist they will be held by Canada and not the Nisga’a;90 the structure of Nisga’a
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governance significantly departs from, and in most respects replaces, the traditional House
(wilps) system of government;91 some important Nisga’a law-making authority will be
subject to certain provincial and federal laws either through equivalency or paramountcy
provisions;92 Nisga’a institutions or court decisions will ultimately be subject to the
discipline of the British Columbia Supreme Court;93 individual Nisga’a taxation will be
collected under general revenues;94 disagreements in respect of the disagreement are
supervised by non-Nisga’a Canadian courts.95 These and other provisions could represent
a substantial challenge to Nisga’a attempts to fashion their lives in different economic,
social and political terms. Therefore, though the treaty represents some of the highest
aspirations of Aboriginal peoples and Canadians in creating a relationship of mutuality and
respect, it also contains a number of elements which potentially make Canadian visions of
law, politics and development the standard against which Nisga’a life ultimately may be
judged.
b) Treaty Institutions: Getting Out of the Courts96
In addition to recommending the creation, renewal and implementation of treaties,
a second prong of the Royal Commission’s approach to treaties involved
If, despite this Agreement and the settlement legislation, the Nisga’a Nation has an Aboriginal
right, including Aboriginal title, in Canada, that is different in attributes or geographical extent
from, the Nisga’a section 35 rights as set out in this Agreement, the Nisga’a Nation releases that
Aboriginal right to Canada…
Supra, note 85, General Provisions s. 26 at 21.
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recommendations that institutions be created to remove treaty disputes from the courts
and place them in a more responsive, broad and flexible framework. In particular the
Commission suggested that both Treaty Commissions, and an independent Lands and
Treaty Tribunal be created.97 The Commission’s objective for each institution was to
produce an administrative structure and environment that would “promote and permit
treaty processes to proceed”.98 Treaty Commissions were to be established by Canada or
relevant provinces as permanent, neutral and independent bodies that would “facilitate and
oversee negotiations in the treaty process”99. They would accomplish this goal by fact
finding, monitoring and setting standards for negotiation, conducting research, supervising
cost sharing, mediating disputes, providing remedies, and engaging in binding or nonbinding arbitration to resolve certain disputes. They would be hands-on organizations that
ensured the day to day integrity of negotiations was maintained.
A Lands and Treaty Tribunal, on the other hand, would be more modest in its
operation and deal with the resolution of specific claims (outstanding treaty
implementation issues) and more strictly procedural matters relative to treaty creation and
renewal.100 In specific claims the Tribunal would review federal funding, monitor the good
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faith of the bargaining process, and adjudicate claims and provide remedies to Aboriginal
claimants where such action would be appropriate.101 They could, inter alia, review the
adequacy of funding, supervise the negotiation of interim relief agreements, and on a
consensual basis arbitrate disputes referred to it.102 Both of these institutions
(Commissions and the Tribunal) are absolutely necessary for Aboriginal peoples to gain
greater control of their lands and resources, and the Royal Commission on Aboriginal
Peoples strongly recommended their use. The expertise, neutrality and independence of
these Commissions and Tribunal would assist in widening the scope of the treaty
relationship in this way.
These institutions were suggested to overcome the problems surrounding the
application of interpretive principles, the assumptions underlying the rising crescendo of
Crown land use, and the presumptions about the diminishing nature of Aboriginal land
use. In fact, it is likely that the courts, Crown, and federal and provincial legislatures will
continue to subjugate Aboriginal peoples within their structures, leaving little room for
Aboriginal innovation and difference, without these more or less neutral and independent
institutions to supervise treaties.
In keeping with the importance of treaty institutions, First Nations and Canadian
governments have recently made some progress in inaugurating them. For example, there
have been detailed discussions and negotiations between the federal government and
Aboriginal groups to replace the Indian Claims Commission with an independent claims
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body to improve the effectiveness of the specific claims process.103 While sadly the
implementation of this body has reportedly been stalled over a disagreement about the size
of the fiscal envelope for the new tribunal, the fact that discussions have occurred
indicates that there is some recognition of the desirability of an independent institution to
deal with land claims. Until an independent Lands and Treaty Tribunal is established there
is very little hope that Aboriginal peoples will overcome the colonial nature of the
management of their lands and resources.
There has been a little more success in introducing Treaty Commissions to explore
issues relative to historic treaties, or oversee negotiations in modern agreements. Two
significant examples representing different models of how Commissions may function are
apparent in Saskatchewan and British Columbia. While both were introduced prior to the
Royal Commission’s final report, the Commission cited them each as examples of what
could be accomplished if the parties worked together.104 While the British Columbia
Treaty Commission has recently had success in overseeing the successful negotiation of its
first Agreement in Principle with the Sechelt Nation of the sunshine coast,105 it has had
some difficulties in persuading the parties to the process to follow some of its
recommendations.106 The Saskatchewan Treaty Commission, on the other hand, is an
excellent example how institutions can work to bridge the historic and future treaty
relationship of the parties.
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The Office of the Treaty Commissioner in Saskatchewan was established in 1989
to review issues surrounding treaty land entitlement and education in that province. With
some success in its initial efforts the Office was reconstituted in 1997 and the parties
established guiding principles107 and a work plan108 to discuss issues of mutual interest.
This has led to some impressive results, including the collection of Saskatchewan treaty
elders’ understandings of the relationship, and the establishment of an Exploratory Treaty
Table to explore issues such as child welfare, education, shelter, health, justice, treaty
annuities and hunting, fishing, trapping and gathering. Following an extensive review of
these issues the Office of the Saskatchewan Treaty Commissioner made some sound
recommendations to the parties to further build upon their relationship.109 A central
suggestion was that a new paradigm be created based on the treaty partnerships rather
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than on the outmoded and troublesome Indian Act.110 Building on recommendations found
in the Royal Commission of Aboriginal Peoples, the Treaty Commission stated that a new
paradigm in Saskatchewan could only be initiated as the general public became more
aware of the context of the treaty relationship and the benefits they receive as a result of
these historic agreements. The Treaty Commission hopes that the further identification and
resolution of issues of mutual concern will proceed, such as the continuance of Common,
Exploratory, Fiscal and Governance Treaty Tables, as a greater appreciation for the treaty
relationship develops through public acts of renewal,111 and general public education. The
actions of the Office of the Saskatchewan Treaty Table appear to be among the most
encouraging initiatives within Canada to strengthen and renew the treaty relationship.
Unlike the courts, where little can be done in a holistic way to address the variety of issues
that need attention, Treaty Commissions can provide the mechanisms for people to create
and rebuild a common stock of positive experiences through official and unofficial
interactions. Such actions are critically important for Aboriginal peoples in gaining and
maintaining a measure of control over the affairs of their governance and economic
development.
iv) Treaties: Summary
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As this paper has shown, the treaty relationship between Aboriginal peoples and
the Crown is being simultaneously diminished and strengthened. The courts are
interpreting historic treaties in a manner that will, over time, significantly erode the land
base on which Aboriginal peoples depend for their livelihood. Furthermore, the parties are
negotiating new treaties in which Aboriginal peoples largely conform to non-Aboriginal
structures, values and processes. Finally, other treaty initiatives are being managed
through policy forms without the benefit of the discipline and accountability that
legislative enactment can provide. At the same time however, there are numerous other
activities currently underway which positively attempt to renew, strengthen, implement or
create treaty relationships. In this respect the suggestions of the Court in Delgamuukw and
the recommendations of the Royal Commission are being adhered to in their broadest
detail, as the Supreme Court of Canada Commission placed negotiation in a central
position for building the relationship between Aboriginal peoples and the Crown. In fact,
the initiatives in this regard are so numerous that time and space does not allow an
examination of many more of the extremely significant actions taking place. Significant by
their absence in this brief overview is a discussion of other recent developments. Many
important steps have been taken in the Yukon Land Claims and Final Agreement,112 the
Nunavut Agreement,113 treaty land entitlement agreements in Manitoba,114 the Labrador
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Inuit land claim and Agreement in Principle,115 the initiation of treaty processes in the
Treaty 8 area,116 and the Treaty Commemoration Statement signed by the Nova Scotia
Mi’kmaq, Canada and Nova Scotia to acknowledge their long-standing treaty
relationship.117 These actions are both significant and substantial, and illustrate the parties’
commitment to treaties as an instrument for building their relationship. However, despite
these gains and the others reviewed in this paper, the concurrent concerns that work to
constrict this relationship reveal that much more needs to be done before Aboriginal
peoples can confidently follow Delgamuukw’s advice, and negotiate a treaty relationship
they can live with .
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